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STORY HIGHLIGHTS

Most businesses are family owned -- and few survive past the second generation
Family ownership creates unique challenges for emerging leaders
They need key experiences, talent assessments and custom development

The family business -- it's more than the chance to work together with those closest to you. It's
also the dream of leaving behind a legacy or handing it down to the next generation. This dream is
centuries-old, but is it becoming a nightmare?

Family-owned businesses:

account for 80% to 90% of the world's firms
generate more than half of the U.S. gross national product
account for three-quarters of the private-sector economy in the Gulf Cooperation Council
(GCC)

That's a lot of economic energy.

But only about 30% of family-owned enterprises survive past the founder, with that number
narrowing to 12% for surviving through the third generation.

It's almost impossible to view a child or grandchild
objectively. Decisions about his or her development can be

messy and unexpectedly emotionally charged.



Fatal problems often arise during transition periods. Handing over the reins can be immensely
complex, and laden with organizational and emotional challenges. To be blunt, companies fall
apart -- and families can, too -- when successors aren't ready.

Further complicating things, the demands of leading an established company are different from
the demands of founding and building one. To select a successor from among family members
requires objectively determining who is most suitable to lead the business as it is, with respect to
its history and its future -- all while developing that person's leadership experiences and self-
assurance.

What's more, family-owned business decisions are laden with emotional dynamics that
corporate-owned companies aren't. Meanwhile, the development of emerging leaders must feel
fair to all family members and inspire confidence that allows the family to follow the future leader.

All of these complexities are why family-owned businesses require a leadership development
framework unique to their own needs.

Gallup analytics show that the ideal framework identifies three specific factors that must be
engineered to suit the needs of the successor, the family and the business itself:

1. natural talent
2. key experiences
3. focused development

Natural Talent

Family-owned businesses rarely capitalize on the talent at hand, or even identify it. Identifying and
developing the natural talent of successors is the only way to safeguard a business' future -- but
family businesses tend to have severely restricted successor talent pools.

That's an acute handicap for succession planning. It can only be overcome by rigorous,
scientifically validated, leadership talent development.

Talent refers to the natural patterns of thoughts, feelings and behavior that can be productively
applied to the job. Gallup assesses talent with the CliftonStrengths assessment. Gallup divides
leadership talent into four broad domains; everyone is stronger in some areas than others. And
that's OK. Leaders must be aware of where they have natural talents and build on those areas for
their leadership to succeed.

https://www.gallup.com/workplace/212033/attract-hire-top-talent.aspx?g_source=link_wwwv9&g_campaign=item_248297&g_medium=copy
https://www.gallup.com/workplace/215396/gallup-succession-planning.aspx?g_source=link_wwwv9&g_campaign=item_248297&g_medium=copy
https://www.gallupstrengthscenter.com/?utm_source=link_wwwv9&utm_campaign=item_248297&utm_medium=copy
https://www.gallup.com/workplace/237026/makes-great-leadership-team.aspx?g_source=link_wwwv9&g_campaign=item_248297&g_medium=copy


Developing their talents allows leaders to achieve greater self-awareness; better relationships
with direct reports, peers, and up-line leaders; a clearer sense of leadership values; improved
understanding of one's purpose and vision; and increased capacity for measurable performance
improvement, as numerous Gallup studies have shown.

Key Experiences

Leaders need a variety of experiences and real accountability for outcomes, because that's how
people grow and improve. Yet successors often do not -- and cannot -- have a normal leadership
development journey. By virtue of who they are -- a person who can't be fired -- they're treated
differently by employees and customers. This can create a false sense of confidence (or it
sometimes leads to baseless insecurity) well before the successor is ready to take the helm.

Equally dangerous to the business are the senior members who view a successor as unfit for
certain business activities. Whether resulting from too much affection or too little respect, senior
members can resist letting even willing successors take the rudder in certain situations. That
prevents successors from developing the experiences necessary for effective leadership,
thereby ending a successor's development journey before it starts.

So how do you know which experiences are key? Gallup recommends taking a key experience
inventory to identify events that are essential to leadership success in the company. Partnering
with Gallup to do this gives family business executives an objective, third-party review, which will
neutralize any contradictions inherent in being the heir apparent.

The most influential experiences are transformative moments that reset how leaders view their
work and their lives. Family businesses that shield successors from these experiences -- and
many do so to prevent corporate failure, the family's embarrassment or the young leader's
disillusionment -- may inadvertently deny up-and-comers the experiences they most need. And
while key experiences vary by role and company, some that Gallup has identified as important for
any emerging leader, include:

turning around a failing business or product
expanding technical capability significantly -- specifically skills that enhance agility and digital
readiness
leading a cross-functional team on a mission-critical organizational project

https://www.gallup.com/workplace/241730/experience-reigns-leadership-development.aspx?g_source=link_wwwv9&g_campaign=item_248297&g_medium=copy
https://www.gallup.com/workplace/241730/experience-reigns-leadership-development.aspx?g_source=link_wwwv9&g_campaign=item_248297&g_medium=copy


experiencing failure and learning from it

Establishing a key experience inventory will reveal the type of background a prospective leader
should have to assume the responsibilities of the job. No one should be thrown into the deep end
of a family-owned business without first having key growth experiences -- especially people who
can't be fired.

Focused Development

In my experience, family business owners usually have about 10 years to identify and develop a
successor. That gives successors very little time to learn.

They need a highly focused program, individualized learning and an objective coach who
understands leadership succession in family-owned businesses. The compressed time frame
and pressures unique to family businesses necessarily requires a custom development plan.

Gallup research has identified four zones of leadership impact:

mastering self
winning followship
maximizing performance
building future leaders

That's critical learning before and after a successor picks up the reins, family-owned business or
not. But in family-owned businesses, no one relative should govern this development.

It's almost impossible to view a child or grandchild objectively. Decisions about his or her
development can be messy and unexpectedly emotionally charged. The lawyers and
accountants often tasked with advising succession decisions aren't always suited for the job
either, and many would rather not get involved.

Frameworks That Work

Gallup has researched workplace behavior for more than 40 years -- including assessments of
more than 50,000 leaders in 2,000 companies in 20 industries in 60 countries resulting in 450
scientific studies. Over that time, Gallup has found that rigorous and objective succession

https://www.gallup.com/workplace/215381/gallup-leadership-development.aspx?g_source=link_wwwv9&g_campaign=item_248297&g_medium=copy
https://www.gallup.com/workplace/home.aspx?g_source=link_wwwv9&g_campaign=item_248297&g_medium=copy


planning yields:

more organizational talent, year over year, as measured by leadership "bench strength"
more capacity for solving business problems through others
significant gains in employee and customer engagement
improved organizational performance on key business metrics

Good planning creates better successors, obviously. But family businesses have unique
demands and things aren't always so obvious. Identifying and fulfilling those needs requires
expert advisers with exceptional sensitivity to and respect for the business and emotional
dynamics involved in a family business. Gallup has custom-built analytics and seasoned family
business advisers for that purpose.

And most family businesses need third-party counselors with expertise in their special dynamics
and demands. All of them will need to select a successor. Or sell. If the choice is the former, the
family and the business will both benefit from a leader who is developed for the job. A leader who
can safeguard that legacy.

Help leaders at all levels of your organization make the most of their experiences
and choose the right successors. Partner with Gallup to:

Equip your managers to deliver high performance.
Develop your leaders of today and tomorrow.
Take a scientific approach to identifying, selectin and developing your future leaders.

Alaa Alshaikh is a Senior Consultant at Gallup.

Jennifer Robison contributed to this article.

https://www.gallup.com/workplace/215384/gallup-manager-team-leader-development.aspx?g_source=link_wwwv9&g_campaign=item_248297&g_medium=copy
http://www.gallup.com/workplace/215381/gallup-leadership-development.aspx?g_source=link_wwwv9&g_campaign=item_248297&g_medium=copy
https://www.gallup.com/workplace/215396/gallup-succession-planning.aspx?g_source=link_wwwv9&g_campaign=item_248297&g_medium=copy

